
Wednesday was Profile Day at the CL Navy Carrier circles, and the
weather lived up to the forecast—nearly ideal with light winds and clear
skies. We have a good mix of old hands and new contestants—both new
to the event and new to the Nats—competing this year. 

In addition to the models we’ve seen at past Nats, there are some new
ones this year. Gary Hull brought out his Short Seamew for its first Nats
appearance. Everett Shoemaker’s Fairy Fulmar is one of the few Fulmars
seem in Carrier competition. The variety on the flightline is refreshing,
with only two of the traditional MO-1 models.

There are three newcomers to Nats competition this year with John
Wright, Burt Brokaw, and Everett Shoemaker flying for the first time
against the Profile Carrier veterans. Also brand new to the event is Grace
Paris, a Senior, flying in Sportsman Profile Carrier.

This was a great start to the CL Navy Carrier competition with some
closely contested places and a near-record performance. With the great
weather, there were few incomplete flights, and most contestants finished
their two official flights in the first two attempts. 

Melvin Schuette and Bob Frogner traded positions in the ranking a
couple of times with Bob edging out Melvin by less than five points:
307.2 to 302.9. Bob finished in third place.

Burt Brokaw traveled from Arizona to take second place with his Bf
109T model designed by Eric Conley. That’s a truly great performance
considering Burt has been flying Navy Carrier for slightly more than a
year.

Pete Mazur took advantage of the nearly perfect conditions to put in a
super flight with the best high speed of the day and a low speed of nearly
six minutes. The resulting score of 394.0 was just three points off the
record!

—Dick Perry
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Navy Carrier

John Wright’s Skyray snags an
arresting line to complete his first
official Navy Carrier flight in Nats
competition.

Above: Bill Calkins placed third flying this de Havilland
Vampire in Australian Royal Navy colors. 



This Fairy Fulmar was Everett
Shoemaker’s entry in his first Nats
as a Navy Carrier pilot.

Gary Hull’s Short Seamew was
new this year. The Seamew was a
British anti-submarine warfare
aircraft used in the 1950s.

Grace Paris pull-tests her Skyray prior
to her first competition flight in Navy
Carrier. She won the unofficial
Sportsman event.

Pete Mazur concentrates on his 5.1 mph slow flight during
his near-record performance. Event Director Ted Kraver is
checking closely to ensure Pete doesn’t exceed the 60-
degree, nose-high limit.

Burt Brokaw is obviously pleased with his
second-place performance flying a Bf
109T. The Bf 109T was tested for
deployment on the German aircraft carrier
that never saw service.
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1 GLENN M LEE O 134.777 BATAVIA IL

2 ERIK L OLSON S 123.309 WISCONSIN RAPIDS WI

3 WILLIAM HUGHES O 120.825 BARTLETT IL

4 ALBERT L JONES O 105.808 GAINESVILLE VA

999 A H STEGENS O dnf OLMSTED TWP OH

999 BARRY L TIPPETT O dnf ALLOUEZ MI

1 GINO O 01:07.2 VANCOUVER WA

2 FRED H BURGDORF O 01:08.1 KNIGHTS LANDING CA

3 DAVID W NORMAN O 01:08.4 ANDOVER MN

4 TRAVIS S FLYNN O 01:09.4 BURBANK CA

5 RANDY R BRIDGE O 01:06.5 APOPKA FL

6 MATIAS SALAR O 01:07.1 NORTHRIDGE CA

7 THOMAS S SCOTT O 01:10.0 CINCINNATI OH

8 RALPH S RINALDI O 01:09.5 MONSON MA

9 SCOTT A MCAFEE O 01:10.2 CORONA DEL MAR CA

10 STEPHEN J VACLAV O 01:09.6 ST CLOUD FL

11 GARY E FREEMAN JR O 01:08.7 CASSELBERRY FL

12 JAMES E ALLEN O 01:09.7 MESA AZ

13 AARON J SEAHOLM O 01:08.9 LEE'S SUMMIT MO

14 CRAIG R GRUNKEMEYER O 01:10.4 COLUMBUS OH

15 M L HELSEL O 01:10.7 KATY TX

16 DANIEL M ULLEDAHL O 01:11.7 KANSAS CITY MO

17 STEVE BAKER O 01:09.2 BOWIE MD

18 SCOTT CAUSEY O 01:10.1 SPRINGFIELD MO

19 MARK G PARKER O 01:09.3 GRAPEVINE TX

20 MARIO J TRAVIESO O 01:11.9 MIRAMAR FL

21 JASON A DUDA O 01:09.3 AUSTIN TX

22 OSCAR MIJARES O 01:14.5 BOCA RATON FL

23 GARY E FREEMAN O 01:11.6 WINTER SPRINGS FL

24 JEROME J BEDNARK O 01:10.2 CHAMPLIN MN

25 MATTHEW C FEHLING O 01:10.6 JUPITER FL

26 DUB JETT O 01:10.7 HOUSTON TX

27 MARCUS W BLANCHARD O 01:08.6 NORTH CHARLESTON SC

28 LLOYD W BURNHAM O 01:10.4 SOUTH WINDSOR CT

29 RANDY L ETKEN O 01:14.0 SHAKOPEE MN

30 DARROL G CADY O 01:10.6 BILLINGS MT
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1 ROBERT J OGE 03:27.6 HINCKLEY IL

2 WILLIAM R LEE 03:29.2 CHANDLER TX

3 ALEKSEY A TOPUNOV 03:37.1 WHEELING IL

4 MATTHEW WALLICK 03:52.0 OCKLAWAHA FL

5 DAVID A HULL 04:04.1 MANHATTAN BEACH CA

6 SCOTT JENKINS 04:12.7 MOUNT DORA FL

7 DAVID FISCHER 04:04.1 EDEN PRAIRIE MN

8 RICARDO ARENCIBIA 04:31.2 MIAMI FL

999 H DAVID WALLICK DQ OCKLAWAHA FL

999 RONALD S JENKINS dnf MOUNT DORA FL

318 F2C Team Race

21 Proto Speed

428 RC Pylon Q-500 Finals Top 30 of 64 contestants

Important
Message from
AMA
Headquarters

Flying is not
permitted at the
former ABB
transformer plant on
Cowan Road. Please
remember that
unless you are flying
on the AMA flying
site, you must obtain
permission from the
property owner(s) to
operate your
aircraft.
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1 JAMES D VANSANT S 135.984 LANGHORNE PA

999 ASHLEY M WILK S attempt CRYSTAL MN

308S Formula 40

1 BARRY L TIPPETT 158.946 ALLOUEZ MI

2 GLENN M LEE 155.963 BATAVIA IL

3 DAVID R MARK 154.822 FENTON MI

4 CHRISTOPHER A MONTAGINO 151.735 PARMA HEIGHTS OH

5 GLEN J VANSANT 141.703 LANGHORNE PA

6 RICHARD S YATSON 134.726 CLEVELAND OH

7 ALBERT L JONES 98.393 GAINESVILLE VA

999 A H STEGENS dnf OLMSTED TWP OH

999 WILLIAM M CAPINJOLA dnf MORELAND HILLS OH

999 H DAVID WALLICK dnf OCKLAWAHA FL

999 MATTHEW WALLICK dnf OCKLAWAHA FL

999 BURTON BROKAW attempt TUCSON AZ

308 Formula 40

1 PAUL M SMITH STERLING HTS MI

2 DANIEL J REEDY MECHANICSBURG PA

3 TIMOTHY R SOUKUP BEDFORD TX

4 WAYNE C MCDANIEL MUNCIE IN

5 DON S SOPKA BROADVIEW HTS OH

CL 1/2A Combat



1 DON S SOPKA BROADVIEW HTS OH

2 STEVE WILK CRYSTAL MN

3 HOWARD M RUSH BELLEVUE WA

4 P CARTIER HUMMELSTOWN PA

5 PAUL M SMITH STERLING HTS MI

6 WAYNE C MCDANIEL MUNCIE IN

7 ASHLEY M WILK CRYSTAL MN

8 TIMOTHY R SOUKUP BEDFORD TX

9 DANIEL J REEDY MECHANICSBURG PA

F2D Combat

Wednesday was is Speed Limit
Combat. We flew four rounds using East
Coast-type scoring—200 points for a
clean match—which means no line

tangles and mid-airs. There are
100 points per cut, one point
per second of air time, five-
minute matches, and start your
own engine. This was new to
some of the competitors but
everybody seemed to have a
great time.

The best match of the day was
between Phil Cartier and Pat Gibson;
they had the highest total points of any
one match. About Pat Gibson: he is new
to Control Line Combat, and along with
his father as his pit man, did an
outstanding job for his first
time at the Nats. As in all
forms of Control Line, we
need new blood. 

Equipment used:
anything and
everything. Speed
Limit is basically
“run what you
brung” including
Foamies, F2Ds,
and Old Slows—as
long as you do not
go over the Speed
Limit.
Thursday is 1/2A
Combat. We’re
looking for a good
turnout.
—Wayne McDaniel

Winners in Speed Limit Combat: (L-R) Dan Reedy,
second place; Tim Soukup, first place; Phil Cartier,
third place; and Pat Gibson, Top Sportsman.

Tim Soukup giving lessens on how to tie a
streamer to Mike and Pat Gibson.

Father-and-son team: Pat Gibson (L) and
Mike Gibson.

CL Combat
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Paul Smith is tuning his engine.

Dan
Reedy
preparin
g for a
match.



CL Aerobatics

Please note an error in the report on Old
Time Stunt. Dale Gleason placed 10th with
a 262.0 score, but he was not on ignition
when he flew. His score reflects no points
for an ignition bonus. His score and
placement do not change for the OTS
contest.

We again are too early to publish scores
from today, but I hope to submit
those raw shots later. 

Many of the pilots on the CLPA
circles have brought some innovation to
the stunt world. Some are new in content,
and others are new in execution.

Kenny Stevens of Lexington,
Kentucky, was blessed with a 19-
point model at the Nats
several years ago. He
is still flying it,
but he
has

made
an addition

that had many
scratching their heads. 

Kenny noted the RC Pattern
designs and watched models with side-
force generators located on each wingtip.
The Pattern fliers were able to maintain
knife-edge maneuvers easier with the
generators. Knife-edge was also better with
biplanes and some single-wing designs
began to sprout miniature winglets on the
top of the fuselage and placed over the
center of lift.

Kenny has adopted the technology and
added a small winglet to the top of his
Randy Smith SV-22 design. He claims that
he has more tension in Vertical Eights, the
Hourglass, and Overhead Eights with this
configuration. 

Next year he plans to move the canopy
forward and make its profile higher at the
center of lift and make a last-minute
decision to add the winglet or not. Kenny
flies well and did make the cut today for
the top 20 in Open.

Two electric models graced the L pad
this week. Walter Brownell of Wentzville,
Missouri, brought his Gemini twin to
Muncie. Although he was test-flying a new
model on the AMA site, he used his older
model for the flights during qualifying
days. 

The twin utilizes two Torque 2819-900
motors, with twin Castle Creation 35
ESCs. Power is delivered from one
Thunder Power 14.8 volt, 4000 mah
battery. Walt is using one JMP Timer to

adjust his flight duration. The
Gemini has a wing area of 660
square inches and weighs 64.5
ounces. The fans spinning this

model are two APCe
9.6 x 6.0.
The other electric

aircraft is Mike Palko’s P-
51 Mustang, built from

Bob Hunt plans
and

powered by
one Neu 1907/2Y

motor. Mike is also using a
Thunder Power battery for
power. The battery is a
5S2P 4000 mAh
and provides
plenty of
oomph for
Mike’s
Mustang. 

He has
chosen a very
bright Miss Bardahl
paint scheme. It
certainly shows up
well on the ground and in
the air. Mike’s choice
of a controller is
a Schulze

18.46K F2B with a Z-tron timer.
Frank Williams of Texas has a strange

set of wings on his Slot Machine stunter.
Frank is a real rocket scientist and is
qualified to actually wear one of those T-
shirts you see on a variety of characters. 

His model’s flaps are hinged 1/2 inch
forward of the leading edge of the flaps,
and the pivot points are sheltered by small
elliptical covers. The flaps drop below the
level of the back edge of the wing’s
trailing edge, so Frank added some flap-
length winglets to direct the air down over

the lowered flaps and the ones on the
bottom direct air up over the raised flap.
He has copied this system on the elevators
also.

—Allen Brickhaus

(Ed. note: This report was misitentified in
yesterday’s edition of NatsNews. The staff
regrets the error.)

The judges gather to
commence a judges’ clinic every

morning. This is very hard work and
they should be commended for their

intensity.

Frank
William’s Slot

Machine has
some interesting

surface innovations. 

The arrangement
of the flaps keeps
the air flowing over
them when they
deflect and the side
view of the

stabilizer and elevator
details the arrangement.

Kenny Stevens with his
Randy Smith SV-22 design is
enhanced with a top-
mounted winglet to assist
overhead maneuvers in the
CLPA Pattern.
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The top teams from Monday and
Tuesdays’ preliminary races squared off in
the finals held Wednesday. 

F2C Finals
If you are familiar at all with F2C Team

Racing, then you know that 200-lap finals
are just about the ultimate test in CL
Racing. Seldom is a final completed by all
three teams without a mishap. This held
true in Muncie this year with
Wallick/Wallick getting DQ and Lee/Green
and Oge/Ricketts unflyable because of the
resulting crash at 45 laps. The laps being
tied, Oge placed first because of his lowest
qualifying time. Bob also collected the
only trophy; even though there were nine
teams entered, only a few preregistered.

Goodyear
Four teams went to the finals and
pretty much everyone melted down.

In final #1 Bill Lee suffered a control
failure leading to a crash and I (Tim Stone)
had a fuel leak at 72 laps.

The finalists had to be shuffled because
of dropouts and mechanical failures leaving
David Betz and Mike Greb in final #2.
Mike posted the only time in Goodyear
with a slow, but winning 6:51. David
suffered a mechanical breakdown like
many others.

Clown Race
The Clown final was cleanly flown—15

minutes of solid racing with few
infractions.

There was quite a bit of shuffling of
pilots and pitmen because of qualifying
conflicts.

The team of Les Akre (California) and
Andrew Robinson (New Zealand) made for
the first international winning Clown team.
They had an excellent 322 laps. Al Ferarro
and John Ross came in second with a solid
309 laps. Dave Hull/Bob Oge placed third
with 271.

F2CN
At the conclusion of the finals, F2CN

was flown. This event is a simplified
version of F2C Team Racing featuring
easier-to-build profile models and relatively
inexpensive engines. The intent of this
event is to be an entry-level event for
contestants that might later move on to
F2C.

Eight teams made this years’ turnout
better than expected. It was great to see
Juniors Ashley Wilk and James VanSant
race this event together. Final placing in the
100-lap event was Lee/Green (4:20), Steve
Wilk/Dave Fisher (4:39), and Ashley Wilk
with replacement pitman Dave Wallick
with 5:28.

—Tim Stone
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Left: Ashley
Wilk and
James
Vansant.

Right: Clown
Racing final,
Andrew
Robinson (NZ)
in black.

Dave Hulls’
pretty Clown
racer.

Top left: A
simple F2CN
Team racer.

Middle left:
F2C winners
Jim Ricketts
Jr. and Bob
Oge.

CL Racing



RC Pylon

Wednesday morning the weather was
beautiful once again, but the mood in the
pits was very quiet. It was time for the
2008 Q-500 finals, and the air took a more
serious note than in practice. 

Everyone knew the competition was

extra tough because there
was not one easy heat for anyone. All the
hard work and late practices was about to
pay off and you never knew what Lady
Luck might have in mind. 

The first few rides on the cart out to the
start line were much more quiet than usual
because the pilots were a little tense
anticipating the competition. After the first
round things loosened up a little. A couple
of jokes cracked by Randy and the mood
was back to normal. 

After the dust had cleared and the
points were all added up, the Pylon gods
appointed Gino Del Ponte with his
caller/dad (that’s me!) to the first-place
position in Q-500 for the second year in a
row. 

Randy Bridge set the fast time with a
1:06.55 with Travis Flynn calling for him.
Brian Blanchard won the best Senior spot. 

Gino was flying a new Ninja with a
Nelson engine, and Randy flew a Vortex
with a Nelson engine. The top 10 aircraft
were impounded and checked, and the top
five engines were torn down and inspected
by Dub Jett and Dennis Obrien. 

All the aircraft and engines checked out
perfectly. Gino was running a APC 83/4 x

8½ N propeller (old), while Randy used a
APC 8.8 x 91/4 propeller (new). Both
worked very well. 

The raffle was a great hit with everyone
and lots of tickets were sold. The prizes
included a Vortex, Ninja, Nelson engine,
Spectrum radio, APC propellers, and
plenty more. The racing was some of the
best action ever. There were a few crashes
unfortunately, but that comes with the
territory.

Following the Q-500 race, qualifying
for Q-40 got underway. There were several
1:04s turned early. Looks like there will be
some extra heat in this event as well.
Normally these times are not that fast.
Looks like Dub and Henry really have
their ducks in a row this year. It will be
interesting to see what the fast time ends
up being. 

The are a number of beautiful
paint jobs on the airplanes this year;

come over to the Pylon site and check
them out.

I want like to make a personal
comment. So often I have had racer friends
of mine back off from racing, saying they
are getting too old, or their reaction time is
not so good, or “my feet hurt” (just kidding
about the feet). These friends might be
roughly 50 years old, give or take. 

Then you go to the Nats and you see
great competitors such as Dave Latsha,
Pete Reed, Dave Doyle, etc. Dave Latsha
just had a birthday on June 7 and he is 77
years old. Barefoot Pete is also 77 and
Dave Doyle is 67. It goes to show, if you
really love racing, no one can stop you.
Hats off to you guys! 

The other side of the coin is we also
have young pilots such as Brian Blanchard,
who just turned 17, racing. Looks like he
has at least 50 years of racing ahead of
him. Sounds like fun!

—Mike Del Ponte

Above: Dave
Latsha, 77, is
one of the
oldest pilots
on the
flightline.

Right: Best
Senior is 17-
year-old Brian
Blanchard.

Gino Del
Ponte (R)
won the Q-
500 finals.
Will Naemura
(L) designed
Gino’s Ninja.



Friday July 18
Site 1
Boy Scouts–Full Breakfast menu 7am-10am 
Full Lunch 10-?

Site 3
AMA Staff - Lois
Baskin Robbins

Site 4
AMA Staff-Colleen

Site 5
Mark Carter’s Nearly World Famous Hot Dogs

Saturday July 19
Site 4
AMA Staff - Lois

Surface Condition Weather Forecasting for Air Sports Aviators - general
Muncie area - from www.usairnet.com. 

First- and second-place winners in Q-500 Pylon Gino
Del Ponte and Fred Bergdorf.

Mike Palko’s Miss Bardahl Control Line
stunter is ready to join the clouds in high
flight on a warm day at the L pad. Mike’s
numbers are included in the text on page 6.

Randy Bridge and Gary Freeman Jr.—Randy won
fast time in Q-500.
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RC Helicopter

Wednesday ushered in the first day
of competition for RC Helicopters.
The day dawned with clear skies and
light breezes—perfect, just like we
ordered it. The SSW prevailing winds
set us up for a consistent right-hand
pattern with only a slight bit of “push-
out.” I think a cross wind at our back
is preferred by most pilots. 

The wind is so light however that
most pilots aren’t finding the need to
compensate much. Even in Class One
the verticals are majestically tall and
straight.

Competition started with Class One
leading off with George Matthews and
progressed through to FAI, in Round
One. No major problems were noted,
and everything rolled along smoothly
with Flight Line director Tom Johnson
keeping things going with his usual
precision.

As you can see by the score sheets,
the scores improved as the pilots got
in the “groove.” Not any really
spectacular flight, but a lot of really
solid flying.

The folks in Scale Helicopter got
here and had their pilots’ meeting this
evening. Tomorrow morning static
judging will take place, then the first
flight round will go off in the afternoon.
From the looks of the models I saw, the
judges certainly have their work cut out.
Peter Wales, the ED for Scale Helicopter
really puts together a good show.

We had a chance to eyeball some of
the returning ships, including Len
Mount’s Scout. One of the things
admirable about Scale competitors is that
they take criticism better than anyone.

Judges can be ruthless, but
one has to remember that
they are really there to
help. 

Len is known for
interviewing judges after
they’ve completed combing
his model. He’ll find out the
things that cost him points and
go back to the workbench at home
and make improvements. Come to

think about it, that’s what the
aerobatics pilots do too. The
people here are those who take
personal growth seriously, and it
shows in the high-class
workmanship, and best of all
“sportsmanship” they present to
others.

The Team Selection
follows the same course as the
Nats. As it looks at the end of
the first day of flying Curtis
Youngblood, Wayne Mann, and
Dwight Shilling will be flying
for the United States. BUT, there
are two more days of flying to
go, so things may change.

— Craig Bradely and Michael
Ramsey

Bob Harris explains the story
of his machine which is an
exact replica of the
helicopter he flew in Korea.

Len Mount’s Scout took a static downgrade
last year because a judge noted clips
missing from the blade holders. Check that
one off; Len’s got them on now!

The open framework of the Scout leaves the
model open for tons of detail. Note the
booster and pressure regulator detail.

Len added racks and missiles so the Scout.
Originally the Scout was simply and
observation platform and gurney carrier. In
the Falklands, the tank busting roll was
added to the mission.

Helicopter pilots are darn good Sportsmen

The ready box really isn’t a “box,” is it?
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